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Background: Recruitment curves (RCs) acquired using transcranial magnetic

stimulation are commonly used in stroke to study physiologic functioning of corticospinal

tracts (CST) from M1. However, it is unclear whether CSTs from higher motor cortices

contribute as well.

Objective: To explore whether integrity of CST from higher motor areas, besides M1,

relates to CST functioning captured using RCs.

Methods: RCs were acquired for a paretic hand muscle in patients with chronic stroke.

Metrics describing gain and overall output of CST were collected. CST integrity was

defined by diffusion tensor imaging. For CST emerging from M1 and higher motor areas,

integrity (fractional anisotropy) was evaluated in the region of the posterior limb of the

internal capsule, the length of CST and in the region of the stroke lesion.

Results: We found that output and gain of RC was related to integrity along the length

of CST emerging from higher motor cortices but not the M1.

Conclusions: Our results suggest that RC parameters in chronic stroke infer function

primarily of CST descending from the higher motor areas but not M1. RCs may thus

serve as a simple, in-expensive means to assess re-mapping of alternate areas that is

generally studied with resource-intensive neuroimaging in stroke.

Keywords: stimulus-response curve, recruitment curve, TMS, DTI, stroke

INTRODUCTION

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) is a popular non-invasive technique to assess physiology
of corticospinal tracts (CST; Di Lazzaro, 2004). TMS is able to gauge such physiology based on
the principle of electromagnetic induction. Specifically, rapidly alternating currents form the basis
for TMS. These are created by discharging a large capacitor into an insulated coiled wire. The
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produced currents then generate magnetic fields over the scalp
and skull. Electrical currents are induced, which pass unimpeded
to excite superficial areas like the primary motor cortices
(M1). In M1, induced currents trigger volleys along descending
CST pathways that produce motor evoked potentials (MEP) in
contralateral muscles (Di Lazzaro, 2004). The resultant MEP
amplitude is believed to reflect output of the CST pathways. With
increasing TMS intensities, MEP amplitudes typically increase.
By applying a range of increasing intensities, one can study
incremental gains in MEPs that are plotted commonly as a
stimulus-response or a recruitment curve. The slope of the curve
and sum of MEP amplitudes signify gain and output of the
descending CST (Devanne et al., 1997; Ridding and Rothwell,
1997; Boroojerdi et al., 2001;Monti et al., 2001;Ward et al., 2006).

TMS techniques are particularly relevant in stroke. This
is because TMS can index function and recovery of the
paretic upper limb by evaluating CST damage that is typical
of stroke affecting the territory of the middle cerebral artery
(Bogousslavsky and Regli, 1990; Johansen-Berg et al., 2002;
Buffon et al., 2005). For example, several groups have established
that the mere presence or absence of MEPs in paretic muscles can
inform about clinical function (Ward et al., 2006; Stinear et al.,
2007, 2012; Ward, 2011; Levy et al., 2016). Beyond the binary
outcome, recruitment curves offer several additional advantages.
By definition, recruitment curves assay MEPs at a range of
increasing TMS intensities, and as such, illustrate a graded profile
of CST function (Thickbroom et al., 2002). As a result, increases
or decreases in slope or gain of the recruitment curve can
signify recovery more closely than binary outcomes signaling the
presence or absence of MEPs. For example, numerous studies
have shown that decreases in recruitment curve parameters
are indicative of more substantial CST damage, functional
impairment, or poor recovery potential in patients with stroke
(Devanne et al., 1997; Carroll et al., 2001; Liepert et al., 2005;
Talelli et al., 2006; Ward et al., 2006; Lindberg et al., 2007; Lotze
et al., 2012; Cunningham et al., 2014). In fact, graded increases
in the slope of the recruitment curve have been associated
with graded functional gains in recovery (Hummel et al., 2005)
suggesting that metrics that are not binary, but rather based on an
interval scale may serve as an effective monitor for rehabilitation-
related recovery.

Recruitment curves are especially popular in stroke because
they are believed to reflect CST gain and output from the region
most linked to motor function, despite inherent damage, the
primary motor cortex (M1; Devanne et al., 1997). However, given
that other secondary motor cortices contribute to paretic hand
function and recovery in stroke, it is possible that recruitment
curves may also represent functioning of CST from higher motor
areas beyond M1. For example, higher motor areas like the
supplementary motor area (SMA) and premotor cortex (PMC)
can support paretic hand function and recovery via re-mapping
and plasticity changes proportional to the level of damage to CST

Abbreviations: TMS, Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation; DWI, Diffusion

Weighted Imaging; DTI, Diffusion Tensor Imaging; CST, Corticospinal Tract; M1,

PrimaryMotor Cortex; PMC, Premotor Cortex; SMA, SupplementaryMotor Area;

MEP, Motor evoked potential.

from M1 (Weiller et al., 1992; Fries et al., 1993; Seitz et al., 1998;
Liu and Rouiller, 1999; Fridman et al., 2004; Dancause et al., 2005;
Ward et al., 2006, 2007; Bhatt et al., 2007; Takeuchi et al., 2007;
Calautti et al., 2010; Zeiler et al., 2013; Plow et al., 2014). Indeed,
SMA and PMC can offer alternate CST to the paretic upper limb,
contributing in the range of 20–40% of entire CST (Dum and
Strick, 1991; Schulz et al., 2012).

Understanding if there is a role of CST from secondary
motor areas on recruitment curve properties is critical. TMS
is already relevant for neurorehabilitation since it is simple
and in-expensive. Therefore, by gaining this understanding, we
could realize if using TMS generated recruitment curves could
accurately and in-expensively interpret which areas re-map and
contribute to overall CST function during recovery. For this
reason, here we explored whether integrity of CST from PMC
and SMA, besides M1, related to CST function as captured
by recruitment curves in patients with chronic stroke. CST
integrity was measured using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)
[fractional anisotropy (FA)] due to its long-standing use in
neurology and generally accepted accuracy (Chenevert et al.,
1990; Alexander et al., 2007; Soares et al., 2013). We argued that
if recruitment curve properties were to reflect integrity of CST
from higher motor cortices, then any increase in gain/output
of the recruitment curve would signify their remapping in
recovery. As such, our finding would create an opportunity
to target PMC/SMA with techniques like cortical stimulation
that are believed to boost recovery by boosting functioning of
CST recovery (Fregni and Pascual-Leone, 2007). In addition,
our results could help show that recruitment curves may serve
as a simple, in-expensive means to assess function from areas
generally studied with more resource-intensive structural and
functional imaging in patients with stroke.

To our knowledge, only a pilot study by Lindberg et al.
has directly investigated the relationship between CST integrity
captured using DTI and recruitment curves in stroke. Within
their study, Lindberg and colleagues found that a greater loss
of integrity at the level of the cerebral peduncle was correlated
with a reduced recruitment curve slope (Lindberg et al., 2007).
However, because recent research has suggested that DTI indices
describing CST integrity vary with extent and location of the
lesion, it is critical to capture integrity not just in a single region
but across several regions, and along the length of CST (Liepert
et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2010; Lindenberg et al., 2012; Schulz
et al., 2012). Therefore, here, we chose to assess CST integrity
at different regions along the path of CST. We captured FA
at the most commonly used regions for analysis—the posterior
limb of internal capsule (PLIC) and mean along the length of
CST (Stinear et al., 2007; Allendorfer et al., 2012; Lindenberg
et al., 2012). We also captured CST integrity in the region of
the stroke lesion. We aimed to learn whether CST integrity at
a specific region- PLIC, lesion or the length of CST pathways-
closely related to neurophysiologicmeasurement of CST function
described using the recruitment curve. We postulated that by
identifying, which regions of CST most contribute to CST
function, it would become possible to use recruitment curves
as means to understand lesion characteristics, lesion load, and
accordingly derive prognosis.
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METHODS

Participants
Twelve patients who suffered a first-ever stroke, and eight
healthy control subjects (68.3 ± 12.4 years) were enrolled
(Table 1). Lesion locations for each patient are demonstrated in
Figure 1. Patients were ≥21 years of age, in the chronic phase
(>6 months) after a unilateral hemorrhagic or ischemic stroke
and possessed at least a trace movement at the wrist, any of
the fingers or the thumb of the paretic upper limb. Patients
with contraindications to TMS, such as intracranial metallic
implants, history of alcohol/substance abuse, seizures, neuro-
and psycho-active medications lowering threshold for seizures,
or cardiac pacemakers were excluded from the study, following
published recommendations (Nitsche et al., 2008; Rossi et al.,
2009; Shellock, 2014). All study procedures were approved by
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the Cleveland Clinic
Foundation. All participants provided written informed consent.

Study Design
A schematic of the study design is shown in Figure 2 and
study outcomes are diagrammed in Table 2. Clinical impairment
was evaluated using the Upper Extremity Fugl Meyer score
(UEFM), a commonly used scale that rates distal and proximal
movements and upper limb coordination and reflexes on an
ordinal scale (0–2) for a maximum score of 66 (Fugl-Meyer et al.,
1975; Gladstone et al., 2002). Patients subsequently underwent
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and TMS. T1-weighted
MRI was used to quantify lesion locations and lesion volume.
Diffusion-weighted/tensor imaging (DWI/DTI) was acquired to
study CST integrity. In addition, patients underwent functional
MRI (fMRI) during self-paced flexion-extension of the fingers of
each hand. fMRI was acquired to provide for neuro-navigated
TMS (Neggers et al., 2004) to help shorten testing and simplify
thresholding needed to identify optimal site for TMS (details are
provided in Cunningham et al., 2014). Specifically, given that
substantial cortical remapping can occur, by employing fMRI-
guidance, we aimed to add an additional layer of accuracy in our
methodology (Lotze et al., 2006). Finally, fMRI-guided TMS was
used to generate a stimulus-response or recruitment curve from
the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) muscle.

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)
fMRI-guided, single pulse TMS (Magstim 2002, Wales, U.K.)
was delivered using a figure-of-eight coil (diameter 70 mm;
Cunningham et al., 2014). Individuals were seated comfortably
in a chair that allowed them to rest their forearms and hands on a
flat surface. MEPs were recorded in the FDI muscle using surface
electromyography. EMG was acquired using bipolar Ag/AgCl
electrodes (8 mm diameter) positioned over the muscle belly,
with a reference electrode placed on the lateral epicondyle. All
EMG signals were recorded using PowerLab 4/25 set at± 10 mV,
subsequently band-pass filtered (10–2000 Hz) and then recorded
at a sampling rate of 4000 Hz.

Cranial landmarks (nasion, left ear, right ear) of each
individual were registered with respective sites in the MRI via
Brainsight. The voxel with peak fMRI activation in the region of

M1 (or an adjacent site when M1 was damaged) was chosen as
the initial site to study with TMS. Although the fMRI peak was
used as an initial guide, we identified the optimal site for TMS
using careful thresholding. The optimal site (motor hotspot) was
determined by applying TMS across a 10 mm-resolution grid.
The motor hot spot was defined as the site that evoked MEPs
of at least 50 µV peak-to-peak amplitude in the FDI muscle in
three out of five trials at the lowest TMS intensity. The intensity
used to elicit criterionMEPs in the resting state of the muscle was
called the resting motor threshold (RMT) commonly expressed
as % maximum stimulator output, or %MSO (Rossini and Rossi,
2007).We confirmed that resting-state EMG activity was≤10µV
in all patients and controls. Recruitment curves were acquired
in resting state at the hotspot. Ten serial MEPs were collected at
gradient increases in TMS intensity ranging from 90 to 150% of
the RMT. Intensities were presented in a randomized order.

MEPs could not be generated from the ipsilesional hemisphere
in the resting state of paretic FDI in patients 1, 9, and 11; the
absence of resting-state MEPs in not uncommon in patients with
severe loss of corticospinal output (Harris-Love et al., 2011).
These patients were thus excluded from analysis of ipsilesional
recruitment curves though they were included in the analysis of
contralesional recruitment curves (Talelli et al., 2006).

Compound muscle action potentials or M-waves were
acquired to normalize MEP data. Maximum M-waves (M-
MWaves) were elicited by applying a supramaximal electrical
stimulus to the ulnar nerve at the wrist. Electrodes (Ultratrace
1690) were placed at the distal end of the ulnar nerve ∼2 inches
away from the wrist. Increasing stimulus intensities were applied
ranging from 1 to 15 mV for 0.5 to 1.5 ms until a maximum EMG
response was noted.

Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI)
DTI was used to quantify CST integrity. Here, a High Angular
Resolution Diffusion Weighted Imaging (HARDI-DWI) dataset
was acquired on a Siemens 3T TIM Trio with 71 diffusion-
weighting gradients (b = 1000 s/mm2) and 8 image volumes (b
= 0 s/mm2) for a total scan time of 12 min. Each DWI scan
allotted for whole brain coverage and 2-mm isotropic voxels (field
of view: 256 × 256 mm, image matrix: 128 × 128, and 52 2-mm
thick slices).

Data Analysis
Lesion Volume and Location
The anatomical location of each patient’s stroke lesion
was determined on T1-weighted MRI images by a
trained neurologist (AM). Lesion volume was defined
using MRIcro, a free, readily-downloadable software
(http://www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/). Lesion volumes
were found using manually drawn regions of interest (ROI)
along a single plane of the stroke lesion (Zhu et al., 2010).

TMS Analysis
Recruitment curves were plotted as intensity (90–150% RMT)
vs. MEP size noted as peak-to-peak amplitude (expressed as raw
values in mV and %M-MWave; Figure 2) (Rossini and Rossi,
2007). For each intensity, MEP size was averaged across all 10
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FIGURE 1 | Lesion locations for the 12 enrolled stroke patients. Images

were adjusted so the lesion would appear in the left hemisphere. Lesion for

patient #6 is enlarged to demonstrate location and size. Lesion volumes are

noted in Table 1.

TMS trials. Twomain parameters were computed: area under the
recruitment curve (RCAUC) and slope (RCSlope). For analysis of
the ipsilesional hemisphere, nine patients were studied whereas,
12 patients were evaluated for the contralesional hemisphere.

RCAUC: Overall CST output.
RCAUC values for each hemisphere were quantified using the
trapezoidal area method (Figure 2). RCAUC for the ipsilesional
hemisphere was expressed relative to RCAUC of the contralesional
hemisphere following Equation 1, with values <1 indicating a
RCAUC for the ipsilesional hemisphere. We chose to normalize
values to the contralesional hemisphere to control for inter-
subject differences (Lindberg et al., 2007; Lotze et al., 2012).

RC AUC Ipsi/Contra =
Ipsilesional RC AUC

Contralesional RC AUC
(1)

RCSlope: Descending CST gain.
To quantify the gain of the stimulus-response curve, all
recruitment curves were fitted, as described previously (Devanne
et al., 1997; Kaelin-Lang and Cohen, 2000; Carroll et al.,
2001; Carson et al., 2013), using a nonlinear sigmoidal model
(Boltzmann Equation) shown in Equation 2.

y =
At − Ab

1+ e(−
x−x0
w )

(2)

The function parameters At and Ab denote the asymptotic y-
values of the sigmoidal function, where the x-range of the
sigmoidal slope was defined as w and the midpoint of the slope
as xo. The x-values were taken to be the %RMT, ranging from 90
to 150%. Therefore, the four function parameters were adjusted
to best fit the modeled y-value to the experimental y-value. The
slope of the sigmoidal curve, the midpoint (inflection point) and
R2 of the fit were recorded (Figure 2; Table 2). A fit above 0.7 was
considered to be indicative of an accurate model (Carson et al.,
2013). The inflection point was defined as the point of 50% of

the maximal MEP for each patient (Table 2). Similar to the AUC,
RCSlope of the ipsilesional hemisphere was expressed relative to
RCSlope of the contralesional hemisphere following Equation 3.

RC SlopeIpsi/Contra =
Ipsilesional Slope

Contralesional Slope
(3)

DTI Analysis
DTI images were corrected for eddy currents and head motion
using FSL (Jenkinson et al., 2012). Whole brain diffusion tensor
maps of FA were calculated by first least-squares fitting of the 71
acquired diffusion profiles to each of the six independent tensor
elements and then determining the final tensor-based value.
Fiber orientation distribution functions (FOD) were used to
account for crossing fibers on the 71 acquired diffusion profiles,
as previously described by our group (Sakaie and Lowe, 2007;
Lowe et al., 2008). Prior to tractography, we applied a threshold
value of 0.2 on all FAmaps. A threshold value of 0.2 has been used
extensively. It is believed to be an optimal level to ensure that
all ROI in the brain, including the centrum semiovale (known
to have inherently low FA values) remain in the FA skeleton in
patients with stroke (Kunimatsu et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2010).

CSTs were virtually reconstructed using a three-dimensional
random walk probabilistic tracking method (Sakaie and Lowe,
2007; Lowe et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2013). Briefly, the
track density value of each voxel was used as the probability
distribution to generate stepping directions. Structural masks
of the right and left hemisphere were applied during tracking
and tracts branching outside the brain tissue hemisphere mask
were terminated and not included in analysis. Our probabilistic
tractography was constrained to voxels with more than 95%
of the individual tract-specific connectivity probability, wherein
voxels outside of the 95th percentile were assumed to have a track
density value of zero. A “slice-by-slice” analysis was established by
calculating a mean FA across all non-zero voxels at each z-slice
(Lowe et al., 2008).

Thresholded probabilistic tracking was performed from the
PLIC to the M1, PMC or SMA separately. Seeds were defined
at the level of the PLIC, since the internal capsule is mainly
comprised of CSTwhich control voluntarymovement as opposed
to other tracts such as the corticobulbar (Holodny et al., 2005).
ROI for PLIC were defined directly on the axial plane of the FA
map at the appropriate level of the foramen of Monroe. ROIs for
M1, PMC, and SMA (Figure 2) were drawn onACPC aligned T1-
weighted images based on guidelines (Bhatt et al., 2007) and then
transformed into DTI (b0) space. Errors due to between-space
transformations were corrected manually.

Structural integrity of CST originating from the M1, SMA, or
PMC was compared between the ipsilesional and contralesional
hemispheres using the asymmetry index of FA (described
in Equation 4). The asymmetry index is given by Equation
(4), where values range from −1 to +1; values >0 denoted
increased CST damage on the ipsilesional side. For control
subjects, the right hemisphere (non-dominant) was considered
the ipsilesional side and the left hemisphere (dominant) was the
contralesional.
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FIGURE 2 | Study design and quantitative analysis for assessing relationship between CST integrity assessed using DTI and recruitment curves

captured using TMS. (Top) General flow of experiments for the present study. (Bottom Left) Regions of interest were defined for the posterior limb of the internal

capsule (PLIC), motor cortex (M1), premotor cortex (PMC), and supplementary motor area (SMA). Probabilistic tractography was performed between the PLIC and

each respective motor cortex. Fractional anisotropy (FA) was determined along the length of the reconstructed CST and four indices of asymmetry between

ipsilesional vs. contralesional CST were computed- FALesion, FAPLIC, FAAUC, and FAMean. Indices are denoted in the figure at the bottom left, where FALesion refers to

the asymmetry index within the stroke region, FAPLIC refers to the asymmetry index at the region of the PLIC, and FAAUC and FAMean are a net or average asymmetry

index for the determined CST. Coordinates denote the location of the brain/region of interest in respect to AC-PC alignment, where-in z = +0.00, denotes the level of

alignment between the anterior commissure and posterior commissure. (Bottom Right) Recruitment curves acquired using TMS were modeled using the Boltzmann

Equation and parameters of the curve (Slope, Inflection Point) were extracted for further comparisons. In addition, the area under the recruitment curve (AUC) was

calculated using the trapezoidal area method. Recruitment curve slope and AUC were quantified as an asymmetry measure between the ipsilesional and

contralesional hemisphere.

FAasymmetry =
FAcontralesional − FAipsilesional

FAcontralesional + FAipsilesional
(4)

Since CST integrity can be influenced by stroke location,
overlap with the lesion, and degeneration, we determined FA
asymmetry values for CST integrity at several different regions
(Figure 2). First, we computed the average FA asymmetry along
the entire length of the tract (termed FAMean). Second, a
FA index was determined at the region of the PLIC (termed
FAPLIC), which represents one of the most common forms of
analysis (Stinear et al., 2007). Here, PLIC was defined at the
level of three consecutive axial slices along the CST (Sidaros
et al., 2008; Puig et al., 2011; Park et al., 2013). Third, the
entire area under the FA asymmetry curve was calculated

using the trapezoidal rule (FAAUC) in Matlab (Mathworks,
Inc.). Finally, we evaluated FA asymmetry within the stroke
region (termed FALesion; Grandin et al., 2001; Granziera et al.,
2007, 2010) because substantial reductions in CST integrity
occur near the lesion site (Lindenberg et al., 2012). To help
determine FALesion an expert neurologist (AM) localized the
region of stroke on z-slice levels for each patient. A second
blinded rater (EP) repeated the analysis with excellent inter-
rater reliability [ICC(2) = 0.925]. The mean FA asymmetry
across the stroke region and mirror region in the contralesional
hemisphere was recorded. For all DTI comparisons, patient 6 was
excluded since their stroke (pontine/mesencephalic) was outside
of the investigated CST region and could potentially affect the
accuracy of FA measures within the PLIC due to retrograde
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TABLE 2 | Significance of Outcome Measures.

Analyzed metric Measureable outcomes Physiological representation Significance of change in measurement

Recruitment curve Slope Gain of descending CST ↓ Slope suggests a reduction in the overall strength of output

of structurally available axonal tracts (Devanne et al., 1997)

Area Under the Curve (AUC) Overall CST output ↓ AUC suggests an overall reduction in CST recruitment

and/or poor synchronization of descending volleys (Talelli

et al., 2008)

Fit to model (R2) Accuracy of orderly CST

recruitment

Fit values above 0.7 indicate orderly recruitment (R = 0.84;

Carson et al., 2013)

Inflection point %RMT at which maximum gain is

demonstrated

↓ Inflection point suggests loss of mid- and/or high threshold

motoneuron populations and/or increased inhibitory

components that alter recruitment (Talelli et al., 2006)

Fractional anisotropy (DTI) FAPLIC Average structural integrity of CST

within the PLIC

↑ Fractional anisotropy suggests increased demyelination and

axonal loss within the CST (at the respective measured

location; Alexander et al., 2007)FAMean Average structural integrity of CST

between the seed and target region

of interest

FALesion Average structural integrity of CST

within the stroke region

FAAUC Overall structural integrity of CST

FA, Fractional Anisotropy; CST, Corticospinal tract; AUC, Area Under the Curve; DTI, Diffusion Tensor Imaging.

degeneration (Kobayashi et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2008; Schulz
et al., 2012).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS Inc.). All data was tested for
normality using the Shapiro–Wilk test. For normally distributed
data, a student’s t-test was utilized to analyze differences
between patients and controls. For non-normal data, the Mann–
Whitney U-test was used to determine differences between
patients and controls. Corrections for multiple comparisons
were incorporated when applicable. For all comparisons between
healthy and stroke patients, comparisons were only examined
between the ipsilesional and right control hemisphere (non-
dominant), and the contralesional and left control hemisphere
(dominant; Cunningham et al., 2015).

We utilized a repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with polynomial contrast to determine differences
between FA asymmetry collected at different regions (FAPLIC,
FAMean, FAAUC, and FALesion) in patients with stroke. If
Mauchly’s test of sphericity was violated, we applied a
Greenhouse-Geisser correction for final F-Values. To identify if
FA asymmetry at which particular regions was different, we used
pair-wise comparisons with a Bonferroni confidence interval
adjustment.

We examined the bivariate correlation between FA
asymmetry values and parameters of the recruitment curves
(RC AUCIpsi/Contra, RC SlopeIpsi/Contra) using the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient. Based on the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient criteria, a small (0.1–0.3), medium (0.3–0.5), or large
(0.5–1) association was determined. Inter-rater reliability was
determined using intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs). ICCs
were calculated using a two-way random-model with consistency

agreement. ICC values >0.8 were defined as excellent agreement
between raters (Danielian et al., 2010). All utilized tests were
two-sided, where p≤ 0.05was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Clinical Assessment
Patient characteristics are presented in Table 1. Age differences
between controls (68.3 ± 12.4 years) and patients (61.3 ±

9.4 years) were not significant (Table 1; t = 1.44, p = 0.166).
All controls and 11 of the 12 patients were right handed as
determined by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (EHI; EHI
Patients = 76.3 ± 41.3; Oldfield, 1971). The average lesion
volume was 17.67± 8.22 cm3 (s.e.m.), where strokes affecting the
basal ganglia (n = 5) or PLIC (n = 5) were most common. The
average UEFM score was 43.3± 12.2 (range 15–59).

Recruitment Curve Properties in Patients
with Chronic Stroke
Average RMT for the ipsilesional hemisphere (67.3± 24.3%) was
significantly higher than RMT for the contralesional hemisphere
(46.6 ± 11.4%; t = 2.667; df = 18; p = 0.014) and RMT for
controls (42.8 ± 6.1%; t = −2.773; df = 18; p = 0.013). M-
Mwaves were also not different between patients and controls
[ipsilesional (t = 1.254; df = 18; p = 0.226) and contralesional
(F = 3.405; t =−1.152; df= 18; p= 0.265)].

With regards to recruitment curves, controls had an average
fit (R2) of 0.77 ± 0.072 and 0.95 ± 0.007 in the right and left
hemispheres and patients had a fit of 0.80 ± 0.06 and 0.82
± 0.05 in the ipsilesional (n = 9) and contralesional (n = 12)
hemispheres. Interestingly, fit accuracy was significantly different
between hemispheres in healthy controls (U = 4.5; Z = −2.89;
p = 0.004) due partially to hand dominance (Wittenberg and
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FIGURE 3 | Recruitment curves for stroke subjects and healthy controls. We noted a significant reduction in the gain of descending CST, as shown by the

slope of the recruitment curve, between stroke and healthy controls in both the ipsilesional (n = 9) (A) and contralesional (n = 12) (B) hemispheres. In addition, the

contralesional hemisphere displayed a reduced inflection point in comparison to controls suggesting either loss of higher threshold motoneuron populations and/or

increased inhibitory components in this hemisphere. No significant differences for overall CST output, as shown by the area under the curve (AUC) were noted

between stroke patients and controls in either hemisphere. Inflection points are shown in blue dashes for all conditions. Data in the ipsilesional hemisphere is only

shown for patients eliciting a resting state recruitment curve (n = 9), since muscle activation can influence recruitment curve gradients. In contrast, since all patients

elicited a resting state recruitment curve in the contralesional hemisphere, all patients are presented in panels (B,C). Data was averaged across each subject

population following mathematical modeling, normalized to the max %Maximum MWave (M-Mwave) and plotted ± s.e.m. for each assessed intensity. Recruitment

curves are presented for all patients with stroke (C) and controls (D). Representational motor evoked potentials from patient 10 are shown to the left of the plotted

data. *p = 0.05; **p = 0.07 for control vs. stroke. S, Stroke; Ipsi, Ipsilesional; Contra, Contralesional; RH, Right Hemisphere; LH, Left Hemisphere.

Schaechter, 2009). Recruitment curve parameters in patients
significantly differed from those in healthy controls (Figure 3).
We noted a significantly reduced RCSlope in the ipsilesional
(U = 16; Z = −1.925; p = 0.05) and contralesional (U = 21;
Z =−2.083; p = 0.03) hemispheres (Figures 3A,B; Table 2). No
significant differences in the inflection point were noted between
controls and patients. In addition, while we noted a slight
reduction in RC AUC between patients and controls, significance
was not reached between groups. Taken collectively, we noted
that patients demonstrated reduced CST gain (RCSlope) and

output (RCAUC) in comparison to controls. Recruitment curves
for all stroke subjects and controls are shown in Figures 3C,D,
respectively.

CST Integrity
Next, we assessed CST integrity for tracts descending
from the M1, PMC, and SMA. For these sets of tracts, we
studied FA asymmetry in different regions (FAPLIC, FAMean,
FAAUC, FALesion), and raw FA diffusivity values (Figure 4).
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FIGURE 4 | Fractional anisotropy and fractional anisotropy asymmetry across three sets of corticospinal tracts (CSTs) in patients with stroke and

healthy controls. (Top) Average CST tractography FA asymmetry values between seed and target(s) (n = 11). Higher values of FA asymmetry, indicative of greater

CST damage, were noted along the entire tract in comparison to healthy controls. The CST integrity between tracts descending from the M1, PMC, or SMA was

similar in either patients or controls (n = 8). (Bottom) Raw fractional anisotropy values were plotted along the length from the M1 (left), PMC (middle), and SMA

(right). Patients displayed significantly higher levels of CST damage, as indicated by a decreased area of fractional anisotropy, in both the ipsilesional (differences are

shown with black circles) and contralesional (differences are shown with black triangles) hemispheres in comparison to controls. Significance was defined as p = 0.05.

Coordinates denote the location of the brain/region of interest in respect to AC-PC alignment, where-in z = +0.00, denotes plane of the anterior commissure and the

posterior commissure.

Visual reconstructions of tractrography are demonstrated in
Figures 2, 5.

We first compared CST integrity (FA asymmetry) across tracts
descending from the M1, PMC, and SMA. Though differences
were not significant in controls, in patients, integrity in the region
of the lesion differed [FALesion (F(1.833,20.159) = 6.942; p< 0.006)].
CST from M1 demonstrated significantly more damage at the
region of the lesion (FALesion) in comparison to CST from PMC
(p = 0.04) and SMA (p = 0.02); albeit noted differences were
minor, with an average difference in means of 0.015. Next, we
compared CST integrity (FA asymmetry) between patients and
controls. We found increased FA asymmetry in patients across
all regions of analysis- FAPLIC, FAMean and FAAUC, and FALesion.
FA asymmetry differed based on which region was studied in
patients. We found significant differences between FALesion and
FAMean, and FAPLIC and FAMean for CST descending from theM1
[F(2, 22) = 9.826; p< 0.001], PMC [F(2, 22) = 19.660; p< 0.0001],
and SMA [F(2, 22) = 14.838; p < 0.0001; all p < 0.05; Table 3].
Therefore, CST integrity denoted as FALesion and FAPLIC was
indicative of most damage. Besides FA asymmetry, we compared
values of raw FA between patients and controls (see Table 4 for
values). We found that raw FA was reduced along the majority
of CST from ipsilesional M1, PMC and SMA in patients vs.
controls (all p < 0.05; Figure 4). In addition, we found that the
contralesional hemisphere showed regions of reduced FA in CST
descending fromM1 and the PMC in comparison to controls (all

p < 0.05; Figure 4; Buffon et al., 2005; Schaechter et al., 2009;
Crofts et al., 2011; Dacosta-Aguayo et al., 2014).

Relationship between Recruitment Curves
and CST Integrity
We next examined the relationship between recruitment curves
and integrity of CST from M1, PMC and SMA in patients.
Notably, we found that RC AUCIpsi/Contra was related with FA
asymmetry (p = 0.05) of tracts from PMC and SMA but not of
M1. Specifically, as depicted in Figure 6, RC AUCIpsi/Contra (n
= 8) was negatively correlated with FAMean and FAAUC for CST
from the PMC and the SMA. RC SlopeIpsi/Contra too was only
related to FA asymmetry for tracts from SMA but not from M1.
In particular, we found only one significant correlation between
RC Slope Ipsi/Contra and FAMean for CST descending from the
SMA. Taken collectively, we observed that patients who had both
a reduced gain (RC SlopeIpsi/Contra) and reduced output from
the recruitment curve (RC AUCIpsi/Contra) presented with high
levels of CST damage within the PMC and SMA, as illustrated in
Figure 6.

Finally, similar to other reports, we noted that higher
UEFM (less impairment) was significantly correlated with less
CST damage of ipsilesional tracts and a trending increase in
ipsilesional recruitment curve slope (Figure 7; Ward et al., 2006;
Lindberg et al., 2007; Stinear et al., 2007, 2012).
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TABLE 3 | Fractional Anisotropy (FA) asymmetry indices in patients with stroke (n = 11) and healthy controls (n = 8).

Patient group Control group

Parameter M1 PMC SMA Parameter M1 PMC SMA

FAPLIC 0.126 ± 0.015a 0.134 ± 0.014a 0.140 ± 0.015a FAPLIC 0.009 ± 0.019 −0.018 ± 0.018 −0.027 ± 0.018

FAMean 0.078 ± 0.009b 0.076 ± 0.012b 0.065 ± 0.01b FAMean 0.005 ± 0.003 0.004 ± 0.004 −0.002 ± 0.003

FALesion 0.096 ± 0.01 0.112 ± 0.012 0.109 ± 0.009 FALesion — — —

FAAUC 1.773 ± 0.255 1.791 ± 0.323 1.653 ± 0.234 FAAUC 0.074 ± 0.055 0.112 ± 0.092 −0.018 ± 0.079

aSignificantly different from FAMean (p ≤ 0.01).
bSignificantly different from FALesion (p ≤ 0.04).

TABLE 4 | Non-normalized (raw) fractional anisotropy (FA) diffusivity values for patients with stroke and healthy controls.

Ipsilesional (Patient) Contralesional (Patient)

Parameter M1 PMC SMA Parameter M1 PMC SMA

FAPLIC 0.394 ± 0.014 0.394 ± 0.013 0.397 ± 0.014 FAPLIC 0.505 ± 0.009 0.514 ± 0.013 0.526 ± 0.015

FAMean 0.382 ± 0.008 0.379 ± 0.008 0.386 ± 0.007 FAMean 0.448 ± 0.008 0.445 ± 0.009 0.443 ± 0.010

FALesion 0.387 ± 0.009 0.379 ± 0.011 0.387 ± 0.011 FALesion — — —

Right Hemisphere (Control) Left Hemisphere (Control)

FAPLIC 0.487 ± 0.018 0.508 ± 0.019 0.537 ± 0.018 FAPLIC 0.491 ± 0.014 0.498 ± 0.016 0.517 ± 0.018

FAMean 0.459 ± 0.012 0.464 ± 0.013 0.468 ± 0.014 FAMean 0.465 ± 0.009 0.468 ± 0.012 0.468 ± 0.013

DISCUSSION

The goal of the present study was to assess if recruitment
curves reflect integrity of CST from motor regions beyond
M1 in patients with chronic stroke. Specifically, we aimed to
determine whether CST descending from the PMC and SMA,
in addition to M1, made unique contributions to recruitment
curve properties. The main findings from our study show that
output of the recruitment curve (RC AUCIpsi/Contra) is most
intimately associated with CST integrity from the premotor areas
but not the primary motor cortex (M1). Association varied based
on which regions of CST integrity were investigated (Table 2).
For example, recruitment curve output was most related to
CST integrity measured along the entire length of CST (FAAUC

and FAMean), but not integrity studied at specific regions, like
internal capsule or lesion territory (FALesion and FAPLIC). Based
on our observations, recruitment curves could sensitively capture
re-mapping of function to higher motor cortices, and help
comprehensively infer damage and degeneration that occurs
typically along the length of CST in chronic recovery. As such,
future studies should explore whether TMS-based recruitment
curves can serve as a less expensive, and easy-to-administer proxy
for functional and structural imaging in stroke.

Contribution of Higher Motor Areas to
Recruitment Curve Properties
We have identified that in patients with chronic stroke, CST
function captured by recruitment curves (RC AUCIpsi/Contra) is
most representative of integrity of CST from higher motor areas
(PMC and SMA). This finding is conceivable given that higher

motor areas re-map to contribute to recovery in chronic stroke
(Seitz et al., 1998; Fridman et al., 2004; Dancause et al., 2005;
Ward et al., 2006; Plow et al., 2014). Indeed, re-mapping has been
shown to increase with damage to territories in M1 and loss of
its CST (Weiller et al., 1992; Seitz et al., 1998; Bhatt et al., 2007;
Ward et al., 2007). Thus, in our sample, since raw FA diffusivity
of CST indicated greater damage to CST from M1 than that
to CST from PMC and SMA (Figure 5), it is explainable that
recruitment curve properties were related to residual CST from
PMC and SMA but not damaged CST from M1. Our results
suggest that chronic stroke patients may rely on intact CST from
re-mapped territories in higher motor areas to elicit output in
paretic muscles.

Our results are also possible given that TMS can excite
higher motor areas via cortico-cortical projections from M1
(Lemon, 1999; Klöppel et al., 2008). Indeed, both animal
experiments and human studies have suggested that cortico-
cortical projections between the premotor-motor cortices remain
an important mechanism for trans-synaptic excitation of fast-
conducting pyramidal cells in M1 (Ghosh and Porter, 1988;
Klöppel et al., 2008). However, recruitment of higher motor
areas, whether through remapping or through cortico-cortical
connections, would not result in complete motor recovery given
that they project CST that contain polysynaptic, less-myelinated,
slow-conducting axons than M1 (Boudrias et al., 2006; Ward,
2011). For example, our patients had a UEFM of 43.3 ± 12.2
(max = 66) indicating that they were moderately affected, but
were still in chronic recovery (Duncan et al., 1983). Thus, role
of higher motor areas could be a reasonable proxy given that
CST from M1 are damaged most commonly (Bogousslavsky
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FIGURE 5 | Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI)-based probablistic tractography across patients from primary motor cortex to posterior limb of the

interal capsule. Probablistic tractography was performed across all patients from the posterior limb of the internal capsule (PLIC) to the primary motor cortex (M1) for

each hemisphere. Regions of interest for tractography were defined as outlined in Figure 2 and Section Statistical Analysis. Two dimensional (2D) corticospinal tract

(CST) density maps are shown for each patient, with yellow/orange denoting more dense CSTs. 3D reconstruction of tractography is also displayed for each patient in

yellow. Blue ROIs denote the left hemisphere M1 (see bottom left), while red ROIs denote the right hemisphere M1.

and Regli, 1990; Johansen-Berg et al., 2002; Buffon et al.,
2005).

An interesting finding was that the gain of the recruitment
curve (RC SlopeIpsi/Contra) was only associated with integrity of
CST descending from the SMA. One possibility for this result
is the hierarchy of CST recruitment. Traditionally, motor unit
recruitment following TMS begins with low-threshold, large
diameter CST emerging from M1 (Devanne et al., 1997; Ward
et al., 2006). Then, as the stimulus intensity increases, higher-
threshold, small diameter fibers, such as those from the PMC
and then SMA are recruited (Devanne et al., 1997; Henderson
et al., 2006). Given this order, damage of select high-threshold
fibers in the SMA, which may occur with more extreme damage
(Lukács et al., 2008), could eventually influence the slope of the
recruitment curve and consequently, motor function.

Other Factors Explaining Contribution of Higher

Motor Areas to Recruitment Curve Properties
Some could argue that our result that recruitment curves
represent CST function from anteriorly located higher motor
territories is surprising given that the location of the motor
hotspot, most likely in M1, did not significantly differ between
patients and controls (data not shown). However, we note that
beyond neurophysiologic influence, several other factors may
have affected our observed results. First, TMS using a figure-
eight coil is inherently non-focal. Indeed, it has previously been
shown that while the electrical field strength is maximal under
the middle of the coil, the spatial derivative of the electric field is
also highest below the center of each lobe (Civardi et al., 2001).
Thus, fibers aligned between the middle of the coil and the center
of the anteriorly directed lobe may have become preferentially
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FIGURE 6 | Recruitment curve slope and area under the curve predicts level of corticospinal tract (CST) damage in patients with stroke. (Left) The gain

of descending CST, as indicated by the slope (RC SlopeIpsi/Contra ), was found to be significantly negatively correlated with the average structural integrity of CST

(FAMean) for CST descending from the SMA (p = 0.05; n = 8). (Middle) The area under the recruitment curve, a representation of the overall output of stimulated CST

(RC AUCIpsi/Contra), however, had an even stronger relationship with CST damage. Specifically, RC AUCIpsi/Contra was significantly negatively correlated with overall

CST integrity (FAMean and FAAUC ) for CST originating from either the PMC or SMA (p = 0.03). Removal of Patient #9 from analysis did not change observed results.

Filled circles denote significant relationships. (Right) Sample data of stroke patient with severe CST damage (upper; Patient #3) in comparison to patient with

moderate damage (lower; Patient #5), as marked by #3 and #5 in SMA FAMean plots, and their respective FA asymmetry and recruitment curves. Fractional anisotropy

maps (FA) are shown for each patient. Red denotes fibers in the x-axis (left to right), green denotes fibers in the y-axis (anterior to posterior) and blue denotes fibers in

the z-axis (superior to inferior). CST density maps are shown in the top right for each patient, with yellow/orange denoting more dense CSTs.

FIGURE 7 | Relationship between motor impairment (UEFM) and CST integrity and recruitment curves. (A) We observed a trending positive relationship

between the ipsilesional recruitment curve slope and upper extremity fugl-meyer (UEFM). (B) Similarly, a significant positive correlation was noted between UEFM and

the ipsilesional mean raw fractional anisotropy in CST from M1. Higher fractional anisotropy values here denote a more intact tract.
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activated (MacCabee et al., 1993). Therefore, while M1 was likely
activated at the hotspot by TMS, inherent diffuse electric field
spreads that would occur within ∼15 mm from the middle of
the coil may have activated other structures like the PMC and
SMA (MacCabee et al., 1993). Second, several of our patients (n
= 5) had characteristic damage to the posterior part of their PLIC
(Kobayashi et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2008; Schulz et al., 2012). As
a result, M1 CST traveling via the posterior edge of the PLIC may
have been preferentially lost. Thus, variable function of severely
damaged CST from M1 may have rendered its contribution
toward recruitment curve properties moot. In such cases, CST
from less–damaged territories located anteriorly in higher motor
areas could have become recruited due to functional remapping
and/or current spreads (Holodny et al., 2005; Ino et al., 2007; Park
et al., 2008).

The finding that recruitment curve properties were associated
with CST integrity from SMA and PMC can also be understood
when considering differences in TMS intensities. Since the
ipsilesional hemisphere required a significantly higher intensity
to acquire recruitment curves, it is possible that diffuse electric
field spreads recruited greater degree of CST from ipsilesional
than contralesional higher motor territories (Gerschlager et al.,
2001; Teitti et al., 2008). For example, Gerschlager et al. have
suggested that stimulation intensities used to induce common
neurophysiological metrics from the motor cortex, e.g., MEPs,
can activate low threshold premotor pathways as a result of
current spreading. Specifically, since the dorsal premotor cortex
is locatedmore superficially on the surface of the precentral gyrus
in comparison to M1, neurons within these regions are much
more likely to have a lower threshold than neuronal components
deeper within the central sulcus (M1; Geyer et al., 1996; Klöppel
et al., 2008). Thus, even at relatively low RMT, neuronal
ensembles from premotor areas may have been preferentially
activated in our model.

Regardless of other influences, however, we submit
that our observed findings were likely the main result of
neurophysiological phenomenon in patients with chronic
stroke. Indeed, because we found that the hotspot used for TMS
was similar between both the ipsilesional and contralesional
hemisphere in patients and between patients and controls (p
< 0.05 for all comparisons), current spreads may not have
contributed as fully. Specifically, given that the distance of
current spreads is <15 mm but that the distance from M1 to the
PMC is∼25 mm (Rizzo et al., 2004; Boros et al., 2008), the major
contributions were likely due to re-mapping of higher motor
areas in response to the commonly damaged M1.

Alterations in Recruitment Curve
Properties in the Contralesional
Hemisphere
While we expected that the gain and output of descending
tracts would be weaker for the ipsilesional hemisphere, our
finding of decreased output in the contralesional hemisphere
is surprising (Figure 3). A recent study by Bowden et al
has suggested that such a reduced contralesional recruitment
curve may reflect limitations in CST function (Bowden et al.,

2014). Bowden concluded that recruitment order hierarchy,
rather than structural properties, were more affected in the
contralesional hemisphere since patients elicited less output
from lower threshold fibers than controls, despite comparable
MEPs. In contrast, however, we cannot discount that here
the contralesional hemisphere presented with reduced CST
integrity in certain segments (Figure 4) from both the M1 and
PMC. Indeed, reductions in CST integrity in the contralesional
hemisphere have been shown to occur as early as 6 months after
stroke (Schaechter et al., 2009). Recent work has also suggested
that “mirroring damage,” wherein the region homologous to
the stroke region on the contralesional side becomes altered,
can occur as early as 3 months following a stroke (Granziera
et al., 2007, 2010; Crofts et al., 2011). In addition, co-morbidities
associated with stroke (e.g., hypertension, diabetes, history of
smoking) have been suggested to contribute to small-vessel
disease; a condition that could cause subclinical lesions in the
contralesional hemisphere (Prins et al., 2005). Thus, since the
majority of our patients (n = 10) and some of the control
subjects (n = 3) had small-vessel disease risk factors, this may
have also facilitated reduced contralesional integrity. Therefore,
taken collectively, along with functional losses, it is conceivable
that inherent damage in the contralesional hemisphere either
due from the stroke or possible small-vessel disease could have
directly impacted measured output.

Strengths of Chosen DTI and TMS Metrics
Anotable observation was that recruitment curve properties were
most related to CST integrity captured along the length of the
CST (FAMean and FAAUC). One likely explanation for this finding
is based on research inferring that recruitment curve output is
influenced by the amount of residual or intact CST function
(Table 2; Devanne et al., 1997; Talelli et al., 2006). Thus, only
those levels of analysis that accounted for all of the surviving,
damaged and degenerated regions within CST, i.e., FAMean and
FAAUC, showed significant relationships with recruitment curve
metrics. We also observed that analysis of varying regions of
CST integrity resulted in significantly different output values. Of
note, FAPLIC and FALesion were most indicative of damage and
only metrics assessing the entire CST (FAMean and FAAUC) were
reflective of CST function measured by recruitment curves. Such
a result, while explainable given the distinctive definitions of each
of the metrics, has implications on future use of DTI metrics
in longitudinal studies. Specifically, future researchers should
exercise caution when determining how to relate DTI metrics
of CST integrity to neurophysiological or functional outcome
measures. For example, studies that aim to understand the role of
CST damage may benefit from using metrics indicative of regions
of most damage (e.g., FAPLIC and FALesion), while DTI metrics
that assess the net integrity of the CST (e.g., FAMean and FAAUC)
may be more suitable for studies that evaluate relationships with
CST function.

Taken collectively, while our findings here have potential to
inform future DTI studies in stroke, they also create enthusiasm
for the field of TMS. This is because recruitment curve
properties can more closely reflect the graded range of CST
damage following stroke in comparison to binary TMS metrics
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(e.g., RMT, MEP absence/presence; data not shown). Thus,
recruitment curves collected using simple, easy-to-administer
TMS techniques can closely reflect CST function from areas
generally studied with more resource-intensive structural and
functional imaging in patients with stroke. For example, physical
and occupational therapists could employ the use of recruitment
curves to better understand the dynamic and graded changes
in CST integrity that occur immediately after stroke in order to
maximize a patient’s rehabilitation program.

Limitations
Although we attempted to account for potential problems in our
experimental design, our study still suffers from some inherent
limitations. First, as a preliminary study, our results only included
analysis from 12 patients with chronic stroke, wherein we were
unable to record recruitment curves in 3 patients since the
severity of their deficit limited our ability to use existing TMS
methodology to acquire the curve. Thus, even though our sample
size was comparable to sample sizes of other DTI studies in
stroke (Ward et al., 2006; Lindberg et al., 2007; Qiu et al.,
2011; Allendorfer et al., 2012; Lindenberg et al., 2012; Groisser
et al., 2014), future studies with larger sample sizes would be
needed to validate the results found here. Similarly, based on
methodology from previously conducted work in other groups
(Civardi et al., 2001; Butefisch et al., 2003; Rossini and Rossi,
2007), our entire analysis was done in a resting state of the
target muscle (FDI). Thus, it is unclear if the relationships noted
here can be translated to data collected in an active state (Talelli
et al., 2006). Further, we acknowledge that our CST integrity
measures encompassed all motor pathways. Thus, any lower
extremity deficits or damage to lower extremity motor CST in
our patients may have influenced our FA measures, particularly
in the SMA. However, while we acknowledge this limitation, we
remain optimistic about our findings. This is because our results
still emphasize the strength of a more specific modality (TMS)
as an ultimate tool to replace structural imaging. We also cannot
discount that inclusion of patients with hemorrhagic stroke may
have increased data variance; although heterogeneity of lesion
size, etiology, and location was similar to reports by other groups
(Ward et al., 2006; Lindenberg et al., 2012; Demirtas-Tatlidede
et al., 2015). In addition, since comparisons between controls and
patients with stroke did not take into account hand dominance,
our results may have added confound if patients with stroke
displayed a lesion contralateral to their dominant hand. Another
limitation in our study is the use of PLIC as the tractography seed.
While we chose our seed as to focus on CST controlling voluntary
movement (Holodny et al., 2005), future work would need to
evaluate the relationship between recruitment curves and tracts
descending below the PLIC. Finally, by employing a tractography
based analysis, we were unable to relate recruitment curve
properties to a specific region of interest that incorporated all
descending CST (e.g., non-segmented PLIC). Future work would
need to expound upon the results here in order to determine
if overall CST FA displayed a similar role in recruitment
curve output.

CONCLUSIONS

Our study shows that recruitment curves in patients with chronic
stroke may reflect information about CST function mainly
from premotor areas but not those from the primary motor
cortex. Specifically, we noted that CST integrity from premotor
regions was correlated to the output of the recruitment curve
(RC AUCIpsi/Contra). This finding is conceivable since higher
motor cortices undergo remapping in chronic recovery while
M1 CST are substantially damaged (Weiller et al., 1992; Seitz
et al., 1998; Bhatt et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2007). Therefore,
we suggest caution when interpreting areas that contribute
to recovery based on changes in CST function. For example,
it may be that even if recruitment curves acquired in the
territory of M1 show gains in properties, PMC/SMA located
anteriorly could have remapped and instead contributed to
recovery.

Another notable finding was that recruitment curve properties
were sensitive to integrity along the entire length of CST,
taking into account not just the lesion, but also degenerated
regions. Based on these results, we suggest that recruitment
curves may serve as a viable alternative to time- and cost-
intensive imaging modalities when trying to understand CST
integrity in a chronic stroke population. We conclude that
since different regions of CST damage can uniquely define
properties of the recruitment curve, unlike simple TMS metrics
that convey binary decisions like recovery or no recovery
based on mere presence or absence of MEPs, recruitment
curves may serve as a simple, in-expensive means to infer
an understanding about damage and degeneration occurring
throughout the CST, particularly from re-mapped higher motor
regions.
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